
Lesson Plan

Teacher: Sabelo Tshabalala Observer: n/a Date and time: 15/01/2020

Class level: Intermediate Room: 4B Expected number of students:10

Context: To teach students about different types of sport to learn new vocabulary

Teaching aids: flashcards of different sports, worksheets, whiteboard and markers

Student objectives: For students to be able to distinguish
between different types of sport and its functions, which will
help them to choose which sport to participate in at the same
time learn new vocabulary

Personal aims: To help me improve and enhance my
ability to facilitate and give guidance of using nonverbal
gestures

Anticipated problems for students: Some students may not
have been previously exposed to some of the sports being
introduced
Solutions: Demonstrate the use of nonverbal instructions to
ease understanding for students

Anticipated problems for teacher: Students may be
reluctant in participating as result of lack of exposure to
some of the sport; this may hinder the teacher’s progress.
Solutions: Be patience with students and use physical
gestures, so that they can understand.

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction

Greeting students Practice 2 minutes T-S

Arrange the students in small groups Practice 2 minutes T-S

Show an audiovisual of different sports with their names Presentation 8 T-S

Ask the students questions:
 Which sport do you like?
 Which sport would you like to participate in?
 What is your favourite sport?
 Which sport does your siblings and friends participate/ play?
 Would you like to participate in different sport e.g football, karate etc?

Practice 5 T-S

Use flash cards of different sport to introduce new words/ vocabulary:
 Different sports
 Their different functions and characteristic/ roles/ positions
 Equipment required in each sport
 Playing kit/ sports kit
 What does a Footballer do?

 Pretend like I am kicking the ball so that student can see how
football looks like.

 What does boxers do?
 act like I am boxing the wall/ demostrate to one of the learner.

 What does badminton do?
 swing holing a racket to show them how it played.

 What does bodybuilder do?
 demostrate by lifting any heavy mental in the class.

Presentation 8 T

Drill new vocabulary Practice 3 T-S

Students will be required to choose their favourite sport, e.g. football, badminton,
boxing, body building, swimming , basketball, yoga, table tennis, volleyball,
bicycling and karate

Practice 5 S-S



 Students will be placed to small groups ,they will be required to compound
words according to their favourite sport.

 Students will then have to name the equipment and playing kit of each
sport according to how their dressed

Produce

6

S-S

Pictures will be given to students and they will be required to identitify and write
down the name of sport Produce 6 S

I will then give feedback to the students and then correct their work. Presentation 3 T-S

I will then give remedial work where necessary Practice 2 T

End of lesson End End End



Flashcards of different sports: badminton, boxing,football,body building, swimming, table tennis,
basketball, bicycle,yoga, volleyball and karate. In a chronological order



Worksheets 1: Choosing sports
Choose sports they you can do, according to your ability



Worksheet 2: (Compound Words)
Add two words to complete the sports compound words



Worksheet 3: Equipment and playing kit
In chronological order

Sports. Equipment/ Playing kit
Football T-shirt, short and socks
Badminton Racket and shuttle cock
Boxing Boxing gloves
Bicycle Bicycle
Body building/ Weight lifter Lifting machine
Basketball Basketball
Table tennis Table tennis court
Karate Hooden training pole


